March 31, 2010

RCC automotive students seek vehicles to service

Need new brakes? Wondering about your transmission? Advanced students in Rogue Community College’s Automotive Technology Department are available to perform a wide range of repairs and diagnostic services.

Work being carried out spring term includes brake jobs, manual transmissions, clutches, front drive axles, rear final drive, and four-wheel drive transmissions. Students are also performing diagnostic work on A.B.S. and airbag systems, along with safety inspections and oil changes.

All work is done at RCC’s Redwood Campus, 3345 Redwood Hwy., Grants Pass. A $20 shop fee will be charged and any required parts sold at retail cost. Work is limited to vehicles no older than 15 years.

For information or to make an appointment, call the RCC Automotive Technology Department at 541-956-7175.
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